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Amar Bafna
Managing Director - Accenture CloudFirst - Data & AI Capability

Amar is a Data & AI leader with a total of 22 years of experience, the 
last 17 years with Accenture. He is a Certified Master Data Architect 
and has expertise in setting up new Data & AI practices and scaling 
them for client engagements. He has delivered multiple large scale 
complex Data & AI engagements for large global clients.
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Ankit Dedhia
Senior SAS and Cloud Architect - Accenture CloudFirst - Data & AI Capability

Ankit is a Senior SAS and Cloud Solution Architect with 13 years of 
experience. He is a Certified Technology Architect with expertise in 
analyzing complex on-prem architectures and modernizing them on 
cloud. He has expertise across SAS technology stacks, Risk and Fraud 
solutions, driving the SAS modernization journey as a part of 
Accenture SAS Cloud Factory.
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SAS Transformation

Accenture helps companies implement strategies 
to accelerate change across the human, 
technology, and business dimensions of their 
enterprise simultaneously. No matter a client’s 
starting point, we break down complex SAS 
journeys into simple steps – assess, migrate, 
accelerate, grow & innovate.

Value Proposition

Client Outcomes

SAS Viya is a powerful platform 
organizations can embrace to 
exponentially change their analytics 
journey in an era of compressed 
transformation, powered by cloud’s 
elasticity and accelerated rate of 
business innovation.

Core Message

Financial Efficiency

• 30%-40% reduction in IT OPEX

• Spend as you need with 
on-demand infrastructure 
and platforms

• 20-25% lower TCO by reducing 
technical debt

Speed & Agility

• Up to 50% reduction in time 
to market

• Shorten application lifecycles by
30-40% through new ways of working 
(agile, pods, liquid factories)

• Accelerate experimentation 
by 3 to 20X

Business Transformation

• Reduce CO2 emissions 
(up to 20%) with 
sustainable practices

• Near zero business 
interruption

• Intelligent data-driven 
operations

Talent Renaissance

• New mindsets, operating 
models and skillsets, 
20-30% faster 

• 5-7% improved talent 
retention

• Increased productivity
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Key Challenges

Cost not optimal

• High maintenance cost

• More costs and less outcome

• Licence cost problems

• Large efforts required to develop

• High TCO

• Cost vs value delivered is not clear

• Lost sales and dissatisfied customers

• Soaring cost for reporting and analytics

Need for 
modernization

• Risk of data loss

• Low performance

• Hard to recruit staff and retain staff in analytics area

• Majority of time spent on preparing data instead of analyzing

• Limitation and technology

• Scattered and old installation

• Lack of industrialized modeling approach

Governance issues

• Lack of accountability for users

• Lack of structured way of monitoring and reporting

• Potential lack of trust from stakeholders & regulators

• Lack of transparency

• Competence gap

Platform utilization

• Key features of SAS such as distributed computing, 
in-memory processing not leveraged efficiently

• Preceived as complex for users

• Cost vs value delivered is not clear 

• 60-70% of time spent on data preparation 
instead of analytics
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Moving SAS technologies from on-premise infrastructure to cloud, quickly and confidently needs an in-depth assessments of multiple parameters across various dimensions such as

How we accelerate the SAS Journey

SAS landscape discovery

• Detailed level understanding of the SAS 
landscapes across its overall utilization 
across the organization, its computing 
consumptions, penetration within and 
across organization and distribution of 
associated workloads and complexity 

Discover

Shortlisting of Application for migration

• Conducting a 360-degree technical assessment of 
multiple metrics across 4 dimensions to identify 
which SAS application / artifacts should be 
Rehosted, Replatform, Rearchitect or Retired 

Assessment

Rule based recommendation

• Engage target groups to understand 
requirements & minimize impact

• Develop training & trainers for new 
platforms (adoption)

• Provide a high-level set of recommendation of

– SAS / Non-SAS technologies and tools 

– Cloud Architecture

– Migration Path

Recommendation

Standardize implementation approach to 
expedite & provide consistency

• Assessment accelerator 

– Workload / Processing / Utilization / Data 
Footprint

• Migration accelerator (non-exhaustive)

– SAS Enterprise Miner Model to SAS VDMML

– SAS codes / SAS EG Projects to SAS Studio

– SAS EBI to SAS VA

Accelerator

Automation of SAS deployment and 
maintenance

• SAS VIYA quick start available on

– AWS

– Azure

– Google
• Terraform templates for automated cloud 

deployments and integration patterns

• Framework for platform operations

Management 

One Stop Shop

• Pre-defined framework to recommend 
tailor made approach focusses of business 
value rather than technical landscape

• Methodology entails Identification early 
adopters from assessment, discovery 
phase ensuring coverage of all scenarios 
such as lift and shift , refactor

Framework
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Leverage a combined Business and Application-led 
approach

Discover/assess/prioritize

Retire
Decommission

Retain
Keep in Portfolio

Approach

Determine
new platform

Modify underlying 
Infrastructure

Target State

Replatform
Lift / Reshape

Determine target
app architecture

App code 
conversion

Integration

Target State

Rearchitect
Rewrite / Decouple

Full App & SW 
Lifecycle

Use Migration
Tools

Clone VM
Configuration

Target State

Rehost
Lift & Shift

Determine 
Migration path

?
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ACN SAS Transformation reduces the time and cost of 

migrating SAS Estates to the Cloud

Pre-Transition On Transition Post Transition

Architecture & Roadmap Build and Migration Modernization

Discovery

Recommendation

Planning

Platform
Orchestration

Data
Migration

Validation

On-
Premise 
Platform

Artifact
Migration

SAS
On 

Cloud

Platform
Operations

Apps

Data

Cloud

Network

Workplace

Security

Business 

• Workshops 
across Business 
groups and IT 
teams

• Provide a 
realistic 
business case
for SAS journey

• AI based 
Discovery tool 
leveraging NLP 
models for deep 
analysis

• Architecture
Templates & 
Hints

• Migration Plan

• Indicative 
timelines and 
efforts

• Accelerate Framework
Tailored Migration 
approach

• Migration Framework
right migration strategy 
for artifacts

• Cloud Migration 
Services
mass-migration tools 
and utilization of 
specialized migration 
teams

• Application Maintenance

• Monitoring, Alerting, Reporting

• Security Services (inc. SIEM)

• Enterprise-grade cloud management

• Cloud Optimization Services (COS)

• Policy, Compliance and Security

• Orchestration / 
Automation 
Infrastructure-as-Code

Resource Provisioning

Integration patterns

• Application 
Deployments
blueprints combining 
application and 
underlying 
infrastructure 
(application 
fingerprinting)

• Security Enforcements

Security &
Governance

Application
Operations
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Modernization 
Strategy

Discovery and 
Assessment

Recommendation 
and Architecture

SAS Migration

Data Migration Platform Operations

SAS Transformation Journey
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Modernization Strategy

Value Proposition Accenture myNav Cloud Business Case Builder

• SAS Modernization Insights

• SAS on Cloud (AWS/Azure/GCP)

• SAS Viya vs Open-Source vs Cloud Native

• ROM CSP Agnostic Business Case

• High Level Business Case

• Detailed Level Business Case

• SAS on Cloud Business Case

https://accenture.com/mynav
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Discovery and Assessment
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Recommendation and Architecture
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SAS Viya Deployment and Migration
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Data Migration
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Platform Operations
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Modernization Success Factors

Key success factors for a successful migration

Profound assessment 

• It is key to assess the current situation in full detail 
as a basis for an accurate target architecture 
definition and to reveal the current readiness 
towards a Cloud migration

Automate Migration

• It is key to automate the migration as far as 
possible to increase the efficiency and speed as 
well as to lower costs and the error rate

• Migration process duration needs to be 
standardized and industrialized to achieve the 
required scale in migration execution

Provider Agnostic Considerations

• Given the wide range of cloud providers, a clear 
cloud vendor strategy is recommended

• Broad knowledge of SAS and Cloud providers can 
help evaluate the target state that meets 
requirements

Governance

• A clear governance and program structure with 
undistracted management attention and 
dedicated resources are key to support a 
successful cloud migration 

Include Business and IT Teams

• Involvement of Business Stakeholders and IT teams 
from Day 1 to enable collection of necessary 
knowledge and to understand requirements, 
dependencies and any potential pitfalls 
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Key Contacts
Amar Bafna (Data & AI Lead) - amar.bafna@accenture.com
Sue McNamara (Global SAS Alliance Lead) - sue.mcnamara@accenture.com
Ankit Dedhia (SAS and Cloud Architect) - ankit.dedhia@accenture.com
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Thank you!
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